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Abstract
This paper describes a series of laboratory model tests on strip footings supported on unreinforced and geogrid-reinforced sand
with an inside void. The footing is subjected to a combination of static and cyclic loading. The influence of various parameters
including the embedment depth of the void, the number of reinforcement layers, and the amplitude of cyclic load were studied.
The results show that the footing settlement due to repeated loading increased when the void existed in the failure zone of the
footing and decreased with increasing the void vertical distance from the footing bottom and with increasing the reinforcement
layers beneath the footing. For a specified amplitude of repeated load, the footing settlement is comparable for reinforced sand,
thicker soil layer over the void and much improved the settlement of unreinforced sand without void. In general, the results
indicate that, the reinforced soil-footing system with sufficient geogride-reinforcement and void embedment depth behaves much
stiffer and thus carries greater loading with lower settlement compared with unreinforced soil in the absent of void and can
eliminate the adverse effect of the void on the footing behavior. The final footing settlement under repeated cyclic loading becomes
about 4 times with respect to the footing settlement under static loading at the same magnitude of load applied.
Keywords: Repeated loads; Void; Geogrid reinforcement; Laboratory test; Strip footing; Footing settlement
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1. Introduction
Underground voids located in the failure zone of the footing
can cause serious engineering problem leading to instability of
the foundation and severe damage to the superstructure. If the
void is located below the footing at shallower depth, the
consequence can be very costly and dangerous. They may
occur as a result of settlement of poorly compacted trench
backfill; natural caves, tunnels, pipes, water and gas networks
and old conduits. Because of the population growth and
increasing demand for extending the urban outspread to the
areas that might have previously undergone mining
operations, the mining cavities (voids and old conduits) are
becoming a growing concern for geotechnical engineers
dealing with foundation stability issues, especially above soft
ground beds.
Many researchers have studied the performance of footing
on unreinforced soil with void under static loads [1- 4]. Badie
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and Wang [2] performed a theoretical and experimental
analysis on a model footing above clayey soil to investigate
the stability of spread footings situated above a continuous
void. The results of this study implied that there is a critical
region under the footing and only when the void is located
within that critical region, the bearing capacity of the footing
varies considerably with the void location. When the stability
and load-carrying characteristics of footing are affected by
void, various alternatives such as filling the void with
competent material; using piles to transmit the load to an
acceptable soil or rocks at the bottom of the void; and
relocation of the foundation so that it is placed away from the
void may be considered. Among these, the footing relocation
is relatively easy and costly justified. However, it is only
practical if sufficient space is available. Other alternatives
may be considerably expensive or impossible and infeasible
for the existing conditions.
In recent decades, due to ease of construction and ability to
improve load-carrying characteristics under static loads,
geosynthetics reinforced soil has been widely of interest to
geotechnical engineers in various applications [5-21].
Theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out
on dynamic characteristics of shallow foundations supported
on unreinforced soil to discover the role of load
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cycles on footing settlement [22-24]. For footings on
reinforced soil under repeated loads, only a few relevant
studies have been reported [25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Das and Maji
[30] and Das [31] conducted laboratory model tests and
observed that under repeated low frequency loading, footings
on geosynthetics reinforced medium dense soil experience less
settlements than static loading. Moghaddas Tafreshi &
Dawson [21] carried out a series of laboratory model tests on
strip footings supported on 3D and planar reinforced sand beds
with the same characteristics of geotextile under a
combination of static and repeated loads. They indicated that
substantial improvement in the footing system performance
can be achieved with the provision of reinforcement and also
for the same quantity of geotextile material; the 3D
reinforcement system behaves much stiffer and causes less
settlement than does the equivalent planar reinforcement
system.
In the case of footing supported by reinforced soil bed with a
void under monotonic loads, several researches were carried
out [32, 33, 34, 35]. Das and Khing [32] used a laboratory
model test to determine the improvement of the bearing
capacity supported by a stronger sand layer underlain by a
weaker clay layer with a continuous rectangular void located
below the centerline of the foundation. They reported that the
bearing capacity is generally reduced due to the existence of a
void and it substantially increases with only one layer of
geogrid. Sireesh et al. [35] carried out a series of laboratory
scale model tests on a circular footing supported by geocell
reinforced sand beds overlying a clay bed with a continuous
circular void. They reported that substantial improvement in
the performance can be obtained with the provision of a
geocell mattress, of adequate size, over the clay subgrade with
void.
Since footings subjected to cyclic loads are occasionally
situated above the void, understanding the effect of
the void on the footing performance and also the beneficial
effect of the soil reinforcement in negating the decreasing
effect of the void on the footing settlement is of great
importance. Also, the above literature indicates that there is
still a major lack of comprehensive studies on the behavior of
footings on reinforced soil with void under repeated loading.
In order to contribute to develop a better understanding of
such studies, in this research, a series of laboratory and
pilot-scale tests under monotonic and repeated loads were
performed to evaluate the settlement of a strip footing
above a void supported on reinforced relatively dense sand
with planar geogrid reinforcement. The testing program
was planned to investigate the response of footings
constructed on reinforced sand and unreinforced sand with
void and subjected to repeated loading. In particular,
it is aimed to demonstrate the benefits of geogride
reinforcement application over soil unreinforced conditions.
The effect of the number of the reinforcement layers (N)
below the footing base, the embedment depth of the void
(H/D) on decreasing the negative effect of the void on
footing settlement and also the ratio of repeated load
intensity to applied static load, and the number of load cycles
rapidity with which steady-state conditions arise are
investigated.
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2. Testing apparatus
The testing apparatus used in the current study is shown in
Fig. 1. This apparatus seems to be able to accommodate the
model strip footing on void with a soil of predetermined
uniform density. It generally consists of four main parts
namely loading system, testing tank, soil preparation device,
and data acquisition system. A brief description of each part
will be given subsequently.
2.1. Loading system
The loading system consists of a frame, a hydraulic cylinder,
and a controlling unit. The loading frame comprises two stiff
and heavy steel columns with 1600 mm height and a
horizontal beam with 1270 mm length, which supports the
hydraulic cylinder with internal diameters of 80 mm. The
hydraulic cylinder may produce monotonic or cyclic loads
depending on the intensity of the input compressed oil. The
cyclic vertical loads with different amplitudes (up to 10
kg/cm2), frequencies (up to 1 Hz), and number of load cycles
can be produced and controlled by the unit control.
2.2. Testing tank
A strip footing over a continuous concentric void in a soilbed system is included in the class of structures that can be
treated in a state of plane strain since they have a longitudinal
length z, much bigger than the other two dimensions in the x
and y directions. In small-scale test, the plane strain condition
could be achieved either by building the model with the
smooth x-y faces in order to prevent any friction that could
cause distortion in the longitudinal direction or by taking the z
dimension such that the end effects do not interfere with the
behavior of the middle test section.
The testing tank is designed as a rigid steel box, 1000 mm in

Fig. 1. Schematic view of testing apparatus
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length, 1000 mm in height, and 220 mm in width (in the z
direction), encompassing the reinforced soil and model void
(Fig. 2), which stands vertically along its square face while
testing is in progress (Figs. 1-3). The testing tank has a smooth
back and front faces and is sufficiently rigid to impose a plane
strain state on the soil. The back face of the tank consists of a
steel plate of 10mm thickness, which is permanently fixed to
the channel plates and its front face consists a plexy glass of 20
mm thickness, which can be removed during test preparation.
The front face is supported by a strong solid beam of the box
section of 30×60 mm to prevent undesirable movement of the
front side to maintain plane strain condition (Fig. 3).
The testing tank is connected to the sides' columns loading
frame by means of two horizontal pivots which can be rotated
and be fixed in the horizontal or vertical directions, when
required. The testing tank must have the ability of being set
horizontally during the preparation stages and of being set
vertically during the loading stage as described in section 4.
After completing the preparation and before applying the load,
the tank is set in the vertical position by rotating it 90 degrees
quite gently. To allow the visual observations of the sand-void
system, as well as the photo scanning, the front face of the tank
has been made of a plexy glass, which can be removed during
the preparation stage.
2.3. Soil preparation device
In order to provide experimental control and repeatability of
the tests, the raining technique was used to deposit the soil in

the testing tank at a known and uniform density [36]. A
moveable steel tank and a moveable perforated steel plate was
provided for raining the sand inside the testing tank. It may be
mounted above the testing tank to pour the sand from a
specified height. The height of raining to achieve the desired
density was determined a priori by performing a series of trials
with different heights of raining. Sand was then rained from a
pre-calibrated height to consistently maintain a relative density
of 73% in all the tests.
2.4. Data acquisition system
This system was developed in such a way that all loads,
displacements, and times could be read and recorded
automatically. An S shaped load cell with an accuracy of
±0.01% full scale is also used and placed between the loading
shaft and soil surface with a capacity of 50 kN to precisely
measure the pattern of the applied load on the trench surface.
Two linear variable differential transducers (LVDTs) with an
accuracy of 0.01% of full range (100 mm) are placed on the
two sides of the footing model to provide an average
settlement of the soil surface, s, during the repeated loads. To
ensure an accurate reading, all of devices are calibrated prior
to each test. The general view of the testing tank and all
relevant attachments at the beginning of a test are shown in
Fig. 3.

3. Materials
3.1. Sand
Relatively uniform silica sand with grain size ranging
0.07 to 1.24 mm was used. The grain size distribution of the
sand is shown in Fig. 4. The sand classified as SP in the
Unified Soil Classification System has properties presented in
Table 1.
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3.2. Geogrid

Fig. 2. View layout of trench (not in scale)

The geogrid used in this research was made by an Iranian
company with engineering properties given by the
manufacturer as presented in Table 2.

Fig. 3. General view of the testing tank together with its attachments

Fig. 4. Particle size distribution
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Table 1. Physical properties of soil
Description
Coefficient of uniformity, Cu

Value
1.51

Coefficient of curvature, Cc

1.29

Effective grain size, D10 (mm)

0.4

D30 (mm)

0.6

Medium grain size, D50 (mm)

0.64

D60 (mm)

0.65

Maximum void ratio, emax

1.12

Minimum void ratio, emin
Moisture content (%)
Specific gravity, Gs

0.55
0
2.67

Friction angle,

38.6

(degree)

Table 2. Engineering properties of HDPE geogrid
Description
Thickness (mm)
Mass per unit area (kg/m2)
Ultimate tensile strength (kN/m)
Aperture size (mm)

Value
5.2
0.695
5.8
27×27
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4. Preparation of model test
The raining technique was used to deposit the soil into the
tank. This method allows the void circular cross-section to be
maintained without having to introduce the moulds that
compaction methods usually require. To provide the stability
of the void in a circular shape, a 100 mm diameter flexible can
with 0.6 mm thickness and 218 mm length (On each side of the
tank, in z direction, a 1 mm wide gap was provided to prevent
contact between the footing and the front and back faces of the
tank). The model void (flexible can) has an insignificant
bending stiffness in air but supports the sand due to the lateral
confinement when embedded in the trench. On the other hand,
when the can uses as a void in the soil trench, it acts as a
flexible lining and produces resistance against the soil
pressure. It is due to soil confining pressure at the shoulders
and sides of the void (flexible can) and the void would not be
easily closed due to static and repeated loads applied on the
footing surface. This was checked carefully by observation
during tests and thus might be regarded as a relatively real
void. The bending stiffness of the plastic can, EI, is measured
by performing a bending test. The measured value of EI was
found to be about 160 kg.cm2 which is quite insignificant. This
again justifies that the void can be considered a relatively real
void. The void diameter (D) and the footing width (B) were
both equal to 100 mm in all tests.
In order to prepare the model test, the testing tank should be
rotated to the horizontal position to deposit the soil in the tank
by raining, perpendicularly to the longitudinal axis of the pipe
[37]. Before using the hopper for depositing the soil in the tank,
the raining device was calibrated using different heights of
pouring and different perforated plates. Consequently, the
required height of pouring and perforated plate to get the desired
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density can be selected for a special test. The embedment depth
of the flexible lining was adjusted by limiting the top of the tank
by means of a temporary wooden wall. The free end of the lining
was sealed, the geogrid layers were placed at the required
positions above the void (or below the soil surface), and the soil
was poured to the tank using the raining technique. Finally, the
surface of the soil was leveled carefully and the plexy glass was
placed and fixed and the testing tank was rotated quite gently to
the vertical position. To ensure that the calibrated raining
produced was correct and the proper relative density and that the
density was maintained while the tank was rotated, the soil
density was measured after rotating the tank in several tests. It
was found that the maximum difference in the soil density after
raining and rotation was about 1%-2%. This small difference
could be acceptable from geotechnical viewpoint. At this stage,
the model foundation, as soil surface loading (a steel rigid plate
of 218 mm length, 100 mm width, and 20 mm thickness), was
centered in the tank, with a length of the footing parallel to the
width of the tank, in the z direction. The base of the model
footing was made roughened by covering it with epoxy glue and
rolling it in sand. In order to provide vertical loading alignment,
a small hemi-spherical indentation was made at the centre of the
footing model. A load cell was placed on the loading shaft to
record the applied loads and its lower end equipped with a
hemispherical protrusion that engaged with the seating
on the footing. A LVDT was placed on the footing model
accurately to measure the settlement of the footing during the
loading. The static load was applied at a rate of 1.0 kPa per
second until the failure is reached. In the absence of a clear-cut
failure, the footing was loaded to reach a constant applied
stress value.

5. Pattern of applied repeated load
Foundations are periodically subjected to a combination of
static and repeated loads in many circumstances such as
earthquakes, wind forces in tall buildings, pile construction,
machine vibrations and etc, hence, the investigation and
design of footings under dynamic loadings still remains a
challenging task for geotechnical engineers. These foundations
require special attention due to the presence of both static
loads due to weight (or external load) and also dynamic loads
due to vibrating components. While dynamic loads are
generally small, they are applied repetitively over a very large
number of cycles, resulting in footing settlement, sometimes,
leading to the soil failure.
Fig. 5 shows a typical time history of applied load on the
footing. As seen, the footing is subjected to a pre-specified
static load of intensity, qs, applied at a rate of 1.0 kPa/s, after
which a repeated load having amplitude of qd is superimposed
to the static load. Before applying the repeated load, the static
load is kept constant until no further settlement occurs or the
rate of settlement becomes negligible. During the tests the
static load would be permanently applied on the footing while
the repeated load was brought to zero at the end of each cycle.
Sinusoidal load cycles with a frequency of 1 Hz would be
continued until the rate of change of total settlement drops to
an insignificant amount or, alternatively, excessive settlement
and unstable behavior is observed.
A. Asakereh, S.N. Moghaddas Tafreshi, M. Ghazavi

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Typical time history of initial static and repeated loading on footing.
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6. Test parameters and testing program

bearing capacity and minimum settlement.
The static and repeated tests were conducted in four series of
tests to investigate the following cases (Table 3):
• the bearing capacity of strip footing on reinforced and
unreinforced sand with void at different depths depicted by
H/D (static tests)
• the effect of the embedment depth of the void (H/D) to
vanish the void effect on footing system under repeated loads
• the effect of the number of reinforcement layers (N) to
vanish the void effect under repeated loads
• the effect of load cycles and the ratio of repeated load
intensity to the ultimate load (qd/qu), and
• to compare the footing settlement under static and repeated
loads at the same load intensity
A static load test was carried out on footing on unreinforced sand
and without void to provide a reference load capacity to
investigate the effects of footing improvement due to soil
reinforcement. In a static test, the ultimate static load capacity of
unreinforced sand was found to be qu=300 kPa (Fig. 6). A factor
of safety, F.S.=qu/qs=3 was adopted to define qs as 100 kPa, being
the static pre-loading applied prior to cyclic loading in subsequent
test series. This value of factor of safety was selected as being the
minimum value likely to be used in practical applications. The
values of additional dynamic load, qd (Fig. 5) were selected as 10,
20, and 30% of qu (i.e., qd/qu=10%, 20% and 30%). These values
are deemed appropriate - the lower two encompassing stresses
likely to be experienced in many earthquakes or due to the loading
of vibrating machines resting on foundations, while the value of
30% represents an extreme occurrence. The value of qd/qu=30%
provides the safety factor of 1.58 (FS=qu /(qs+
qd)=300/(100+90)= 1.58). This value of factor of safety, FS
satisfies the recommended value of FS by Code of Practice. The
safety factor, FS for the dynamic loading, according to the
relevant Code of Practice should be selected at least 1.5.

The geometry of the test configurations considered in these
investigations is shown in Fig. 2. Also the details of static and
repeated tests are given in Table 3. Some 76 tests in different
series were planned and carried out in this research to study the
effect of embedment depth of the void (H/D), the number of
reinforcement layers (N), the ratio of repeated load intensity to
the ultimate load (qd/qu), and the number of load cycles on the
behavior of footing on reinforced sand with void. Test series
were carried out on unreinforced and reinforced sand with or
without void to quantify the improvements due to
reinforcements. Aming these 76 tests, 12 tests were repeated
carefully to examine the performance of the apparatus and the
accuracy of the measurements. The results obtained depicted a
close match between results of the two or three trial tests with
maximum differences of around 10%. This difference is
considered to be small and is subsequently neglected. It
∆
demonstrates that the procedure and technique adopted can
produce repeatable tests within the bounds that may be expected
from geotechnical testing apparatus.
All variables used to describe the tests are expressed in non∆
dimensional form with respect
to the footing width. These are u/B,
b/B, H/D, and qd/qu . , where u is the distance between the footing
bottom and the first geogrid layer, h is the distince between two
subsequent geogrid layers, B is the foundation width, H is the
embedded depth of the void, and D represents the void diameter.
A value of 0.35 was chosen for u/B=h/B as found by Moghaddas
Tafreshi and Khalaj [28] to be the best. They performed tests on
buried pipes under traffic loads and found 0.35 as the best value.
The length of geogrid, b, was held kept constant at b/B=6 in all
tests. It is noted that the above value for u/B and h/B was also
found by Yoon et al. [7], Ghosh et al. [9], and Moghaddas Tafreshi
and Dawson [21] to be the best to obtain the maximum foundation

Table 3. Scheme of the static and repeated tests for unreinforced and reinforced sand
Test series
1

Type of tests

Type of reinforcement

Static

Unreinforced

2

Static

Reinforced and unreinforced

3

Repeated

Unreinforced

4

Repeated

Reinforced and unreinforced

qd/qu (%)

H/D

N

u/B

b/B

--

No void

--

--

--

--

2.0, 2.5, 3.0

0, 1, 2, 3, 4

0.35

6.0

10, 20, 30

No void

0

--

--

10, 20, 30

2.0, 2.5, 3.0

0, 1, 2, 3, 4

0.35

6.0

No. of tests
*

1

*

15

*

3

*

45

(*Indicates duplicate tests performed to verify the repeatability of the test data)
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the void embedded depth. In unreinforced sand and for the
void located at H/D=2.0 with one layer of reinforcement
(N=1), it is apparent that the bearing capacity failure has taken
place at a settlement around to 20-25% of the footing width;
while no clear failure point is evident for the more
reinforcement (NP2). In cases where H/D=2.5 and 3.0, for
both unreinforced and reinforced sand, no clear failure point is
evident. This is because with increasing H/D, the footing

350
Unreinforced Sand

300
250

H/D=3.0
H/D=2.5

200
150

H/D=2.0

100

350

4

50

H/D=2.0

4 Layers

Bearing Pressure (kPa)

300

0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

s/B (%)

Fig. 6. Variation of bearing pressure with settlement for footing
on unreinforced sand with and without void at different void
embedment depth

7. Results and discussions
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(a)

(b)

(b)
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Fig. 6 presents the bearing pressure-settlement behavior of
both unreinforced foundation without and with a void at
different locations from the footing bottom. In the case of the
void placed at 2D (H/D=2.0), it is apparent that the bearing
capacity failure has taken place at a settlement of about 20%
of footing width (s/B=20%), while in other depths of H/D=2.5
and 3.0 and without void, no clear failure point is observed.
However, an increase in embedded depth of the void leads to
an increase in the footing bearing pressure but not equal with
no void case. This is obvious because when the void is located
well far from the footing bottom, the soil thickness
underneath the footing can accommodate more shear strain
before failure. Also, when embedded depth of the void
increases, the failure is observed at settlements greater than
20% with ambiguous post-failure in the bearing capacity.
Since no clear bearing capacity failure is observed, it is
probable that no yield condition is found at conventional
stress levels. At this range of settlement, for footing on the
sand, heave of the fill surface starts (the results not
reported here).
Fig. 7 presents the bearing pressure-settlement behavior of
footing on both unreinforced and reinforced sand at
different embedded depths of void. It may be clearly
observed that, with increasing the number of reinforcement
layers, both stiffness and bearing pressure (bearing pressure at
a specified settlement) considerably increase, irrespective of

2 Layers

250

50

In this section, the tests results of the laboratory model are
presented with a discussion highlighting the effects of the
different parameters. The value of bearing pressure of the
footing on unreinforced sand and on geogrid-reinforced sand
under monotonic load and also the settlement of the footing
under the combinations of static and repeated load (Fig. 5) has
been obtained as described in Table 3. The presentation of all
results would make the paper lengthy. Therefore, only a
selection is presented.
7.1. Static tests Results

3

3 Layers

Bearing Pressure (kPa)

Bearing Pressure (kPa)

No void

4 Layers

350

3 Layers
2 Layers

300

1 Layer

250
Unreinforced

200
150
100
50
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

s/B (%)

(c)
Fig. 7. Variation of bearing pressure with settlement for foundation
on both unreinforced and reinforced soil for different void
embedment depths, (a) H/D=2.0, (b) H/D=2.5, and (c) H/D=3.0
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7.2.2. The influence of the number of reinforcement layers
Fig. 9 presents the variation of the footing settlement with
number of load cycles for void embedded at 2.5D (the results
for H/D=2 and 3 not reported here), different numbers of
reinforcement layers, and various dynamic pressure
amplitudes, qd/qu. As seen, in the case of unreinforced bed, the
presence of the void increases the footing settlement,
considerably. This figure shows that the reinforcements are
effective on the footing settlement reduction and the
Number of load cycles, n
0

Footing settlement, sd/B (%)

7.2. Cyclic tests Results
7.2.1. General behavior of the footing settlement under cyclic
loading
Fig. 8 presents the variation of peak footing settlement
with number of load cycles under cyclic loading for
three values of cyclic stress ratio, qd/qu, unreinforced sand, and
no void condition. As observed, with increasing the value of
qd/qu, the footing settlement increases. The large portion of the
footing settlement was observed in the first 500 cycles
compared to the total settlement recorded after all cycles due
to gradual soil compaction. Afterwards, the settlement rate
decreases and finally approaches a relatively constant value.
Generally due to excessive settlement, the soil has
damping behavior by increasing the load cycles and the slope
of settlement curve tends to reduce. In this case, it can
be said that the stiffness of the soil tends to increase. The
damping and stiffness of soil depend on the soil relative
density.
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(b)
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Fig. 8. Variation of footing settlement (sd/B) with number of loading
cyclic for unreinforced sand and no void condition
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1000

2000

5

Number of load cycles, n
0

1000

0

Footing settlement, sd/B (%)

bearing pressure-settlement pattern moves towards that of
footing resting on unreinforced soil with no void. Beyond a
settlement of 20%, there is a considerable reduction in the
slope of the pressure-settlement curve. However, for sand
reinforced with N=1 and for embedded depth of H/D=2.0 and
2.5, the failure is observed at settlements of 20% with clear
post-failure reductions in the bearing capacity. At this range of
settlement, heave of the fill surface starts. It is attributable to
the soil reinforcement composite material breaking locally in
the region under and around the footing, because of high
deformation induced by the large settlement under the
footing. This leads to a reduction in the load carrying
capacity of the footing indicated by softening in the
slope of the pressure-settlement response (Fig. 7). The
foundation bed continues to take additional load through
mobilization of its rigidity and anchorage derived from the
adjacent stable soil mass, thereby giving rise to the improved
performance. Because no clear bearing capacity failure has
been observed, even at a settlement ratio of s/B=25%, it is
probable that no yield condition is found at conventional
stress levels.

10
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3 Layers
2 Layers

40
50

Unreinforced (no void)
1 Layer

60
70

Unreinforced (with void)

H/D=2.5
qd /qu=30%

80

(c)
Fig. 9. Variation of settlement with number of loading cycles for
footing on unreinforced and reinforced sand, H/D=2.5,
(a)qd/qu=10%, (b)qd/qu=20%, and (c) qd/qu=30%
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undesirable effect of the void presence is reduced with
increasing the number of reinforcement. At low applied
pressures (qd/qu=10%), the footing settlement decreases
rapidly and by using two geogrid layers, undesirable effect of
void vanishes. For medium applied pressures (qd/qu=20%), the
optimum number of geogrid layers should be increased to 3.
Since in these tests, only 4 geogrid layers were used, it is
impossible to find the optimum number of layers for
higher applied pressure amplitudes (qd/qu=30%). This is
because the footing settlement tends to decrease even if 4
layers are used.
In order to clear the effect of the number of reinforcement
layers on the settlement of footing on sand with void, the
variation of footing settlement with number of geogrid layers
(N) for various void embedment depths, H/D, is shown in
Fig. 10. As seen, with increasing the number of geogrid layers,
the footing settlement decreases differently for various H/D.
For H/D=2.0 and N=3, the change in settlement ratio with
increase the number of layers, N is insignificant and this
number may be optimum denoted by Nopt. These values for
H/D=2.5 and 3.0 are about 2 and 1 layers, respectively. The
value of Nopt is almost independent of the applied footing
pressure, although the pressure increase causes an increase in
the settlement. In fact, geogrid layers act as a bridge between
the void and footing and distribute the pressure in a wider zone.
The distance between the footing bottom and the lowest
geogrid layer, d, is given by:
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In the present study, the values of (d/B)cr were found to vary
in the range of 0.7 and 1.4 for 2 and 4 layers of geogrid,
respectively. However, from several studies, this ratio is about
1.33 (Das, 1998). This ratio depends on H/D and by increasing
H/D, it decreases.
Fig. 11 shows the void failure and the void crest deformation
for the tests with one, two and four layers of reinforcement for
qd/qu=20% and H/D=2.0. As illustrated, the number of
reinforcement layers has a remarkable influence on the void
failure type. It shows clearly that with increasing the
reinforcement layers beneath the footing over the void, the
stability of the void increases. Also with increasing the layers
to 4, the void remains stable and undesirable effect of the void
presence on the footing settlement completely vanishes
(Fig. 9). Moreover, it indicates that there exists a direct
relationship between stability of the void with the footing
settlement.
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Fig. 10. Variation of settlement with number of geogrid layers,
(a) H/D=2.0, (b) H/D=2.5, (c) H/D=3.0

Fig. 11. Deformed void for various geogrid layers, qd/qu=20% under cyclic loading, and H/D=2.0
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7.2.3. The influence of the amplitude of repeated loads
The variation of footing settlement with number of load
cycles for void embedded at 3 times of void diameter,
H/D=3.0, different reinforcemet layers and various
dynamic pressure amplitudes, qd/qu is shown in Fig. 12. As
seen, the rate of footing settlement decreases as the number of
cycles increase, and finally tends to become stable after a
certain cycles, irrespective of the number of layers of
reinforcement. On the other hand, the magnitude of footing
settlement increases with number of cycles (n) and
reaches a sensibly constant maximum value at the number of
load cycles here defined as n=ncr. As expected, the increase in
the magnitude of the repeated loads directly causes the
footing settlement to increase, irrespective of the
reinforcement mass beneath the footing. For example, the
footing settlements for the foundation bed over the void with
N=2, at the end of loading are 5%, 14%, and 22% of the
footing width for magnitudes of repeated load that are 10%,
20%, and 30% of the initial static load, respectively (as per
Fig. 12b).
Fig. 13 shows the variation of footing settlement with
amplitude of repeated load for various void embedment
depths and in the case of unreinforced and reinforced sand.
As illustrated, the magnitude of footing settlement
increases with increasing the amplitude of repeated load

considerably, irrespective of the number of reinforcement
layers and void embedment depth. For H/D=2.0, when
only two (or three) layers of geogrid are used with the
presence of void, the footing settlement behavior is the same
as the footing on unreinforced sand with no void. To reduce
more settlement for H/D=2.0 case, three geogrid layers
should be used, especially if the factor of safety needs to
increase the pressures ranging from medium and high
pressures. For practical purposes, (d/B)cr is equal to 1.05 for
H/D=2.0. The number of geogrid layers for other ratios of
H/D= 2.5 and 3 needs to decrease to 2 and 1 layers,
respectively. The use of 2 layers of geogrid is to (d/B)cr =0.7
and 1 layer is equivalent to (d/B)cr =0.35. In practice, if the
footing settlement is to be acceptable, adequate
reinforcement layers may be used to eliminate undesirable
effect of the void presence. It is noted that in this study, the
soil relative density was about 73%. It was found that the
void became unstable if the soil density becomes less than
this value.
7.2.4. The influence of the embedment depth of void
Fig. 14 shows the variation of footing settlement, sd/B, in
reinforced and unreinforced sand with void embedment depth
for different values of reinforcement layers and for 10%, 20%,
and 30% of amplitude of repeated loads, qd/qu. It can be seen
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Fig. 12. Variation of settlement with number of loading cycles for H/D=3.0, various dynamic pressure amplitudes, qd/qu ,
(a) 1 layer, (b) 2 layers, (c) 3 layers, and (d) 4 layers
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Fig. 13. Variation of settlement with ratio of loading cyclic
for footing on unreinforced and reinforced sand,
(a) H/D=2.0, (b) H/D=2.5, and (c) H/D=3.0

(c)
Fig. 14. Variation of settlement with embedded depth of
void for unreinforced and reinforced sand,
(a) qd/qu =10%, (b) qd/qu =20%, and (c) qd/qu =30%

that with increasing the embedment depth of the void, the
failure pattern changes and the footing settlement decreases,
irrespective of the number of reinforcement layers and
amplitude of repeated load. The rate of reduction in the footing
settlement mostly decreases with increasing the embedment of
the void, especially, at 10% of the amplitude of repeated load.
Overall, for the unreinforced case and lower reinforcement
layers, especially for low embedment of the void, the
footing soil and the void rapidly failed and the footing

sand bed experienced significant deformation directing
towards the void.
It is also clear that the increase in the mass of
reinforcement could be easily vanished the undesirable effect
of void to compare the footing settlement to that of an
equivalent amplitude of repeated load, reference
unreinforced and no void case. For instance, for qd/qu=10%,
when only three geogrid layers are used with the presence of
void, the footing settlement is the less than the footing on
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∆

unreinforced sand with no void (qu), the total amplitude of the
applied loading, qs+qd, is equal to 0.43qu in the same
conditions. At medium and high repeated loads of 20% and
30%, the total applied loads were about 0.53qu and 0.63qu,
respectively.
As observed, for various applied loads, the normalized cyclic
footing settlement, sd/B varies about 3-5 times of normalized
cyclic footing settlement; ∆ss/B under a similar static loading.
That's why the repeated loading is applied repeatedly so that

∆
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7.2.5. Comparison the settlement of footing under static and
repeated loads
In order to compare the footing settlement under static
∆
and repeated loads, the differential static footing settlement,
∆ss (deference between settlement at qs+qd and settlement at
qs during the static test) and repeated footing settlement, sd
are used. The definition of both parameters illustrated in
∆
Fig. 15.
Figs. 16-17 show the variation of normalized cyclic footing
settlement, sd/B and normalized differential static footing
settlement, ∆ss/B, respectively for two and four layers of
reinforcement at different void embedment depths of 2, 2.5,
and 3. The values of sd/B evaluated under repeated loading, qd
compared to ∆ss/B under a similar intensity of static loading,
∆qs=qd.
It should be noted that at low amplitude of repeated load of
about 10% of the footing ultimate bearing pressure for
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unreinforced sand with no void, irrespective of void
embedment depth. In general, it may be said that to
reduce the adverse effect of the void presence on the footing
settlement and its bearing capacity, the void embedment
depth and the number of reinforcement layers may be
increased, as the void crest only deforms and no failure
occurs.
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Fig. 15. Definition of (a) differential static footing ∆ settlement, ∆ss
and (b) repeated footing settlement, sd

(c)
Fig. 16. Variation of cyclic footing settlement and static footing
versus the same amount of cyclic and static load of footing on 2
layers reinforced sand, (a) H/D=2.0, (b) H/D=2.5, and (c) H/D=3.0
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footings. Qualitatively, this study has provided informative
insight into the basic mechanism that occurs for footings on
reinforced and unreinforced sand with or without void under
cyclic loading. Although this research work encourages the
beneficial application of the soil reinforcement above the void
under dynamic loading, it should be noted that the results are
limited to the selected materials, experimental set up
geometry, and testing procedure. To generalize findings in this
paper, further tests with other geometries and materials are
also required. In addition, sophisticated analyses such as
numerical methods are also useful to discover the role of
contributing parameters.

9. Summary and conclusions
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(c)
Fig. 17. Variation of cyclic footing settlement and static footing
versus the same amount of cyclic and static load of footing on 4
layers reinforced sand, (a) H/D=2.0, (b) H/D=2.5, (c) H/D=3.0

the accumulated plastic deformation due to many repetitions
ends up much greater than that occurs under simple monotonic
static loading.

8. Limitation and applicability
The current experiments reveal the beneficial application of
sand-reinforced with geogrids, carrying cyclic loading of
150

In this research, a series of laboratory cyclic load tests was
performed on model footings on unreinforced and geogrid
reinforced sand with/without void. The benefits were assessed
in terms of reduced settlement of a strip footing subjected to a
combination of static and cyclic loads. The following remarks
may be cited as outcomes:
1. The rate of footing settlement decreases significantly
with increasing the number of load cycles. As a
result, a resilient response condition is achieved after about
3000-5000 cycles dependent on the void embedment depth,
number of reinforcement layers and applied cyclic load
magnitude.
2. For all tests, the largest portion of the footing settlement
occurs within the first 500 cycles.
3. The magnitude of the maximum footing settlement and the
number of cycles required to develop the stable response
condition of the footing are a function of the initial applied
static load (qs), the amplitude of the repeated load (qd), the
embedment depth of void and the mass of reinforcement layers
below the footing base.
4. For a given amplitude of cyclic load, with increasing the
number of reinforcement layers and with increasing the
embedment depth of void to a certain value, the footing
settlement decreases.
5. With increasing the amplitude of cyclic load, the footing
settlement increases, considerably.
6. The maximum footing settlement at the same magnitude of
load, s/B, under cyclic loading becomes almost 3-5 times
greater than that due to static loading.
7. Overall, with increasing the layers of reinforcement,
embedment depth of void (or combination of these two
factors), the undesirable effect of void could be vanished. On
the other hand, the footing settlement becomes smaller than
the footing settlement on unreinforced sand and no void
condition as the void crest may only deform and no failure
occurs.
8. Both the number of reinforcement layers and the void
embedment depth (N and H/D) have a large influence on the
footing behavior under static and repeated load, as increasing
of these two parameters can reduce the footing settlement.
Hence to control the magnitude of footing settlement under
static load and different intensity of repeated load, it is
necessary to consider the cost optimization and its
applicability.
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h
N
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n
ncr
H
D
d
Dr
qu

width of footing
reinforcement width
depth of the first layer of reinforcement
vertical spacing between layers of reinforcement
number of reinforcement layers
optimum number of reinforcement layers
number of load cycles
maximum number of load cycles
void embedment depth
void diameter
thickness of the reinforced zone
relative density of soil
ultimate bearing pressure of footing on the unreinforced
sand
qs intensity of pre-specified static load
qd amplitude of repeated load
intensity of static load equals the amplitude of repeated
∆qs load (∆qs= qd)
∆ss deference between settlement at qs+qd and settlement at
qs during the static test
sd maximum value of settlement of footing under repeated
loads
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